


 

Our tale  
How it started 

Our story  strated 5 years ago. We (Achilles and Jack) got to know 
each other at Ghent University. It soon became clear that we have a 
lot in common. We both like exploring the world and pub nights, but 
most of all: we share a love for the planet and dogs, especially our 
faithful companions Otis and Choco. 
 

Combining passions
Recently we found a way to combine these two passions. We are all 
trying to eat more consciously and ecologically. But what about the 
food we serve our dogs? We decided to come up with an answer to 
this question ourselves.
 
Ready to make memories 
Gutsy is high-quality insect-based dog food that brings you and your 
dog closer together and closer to the planet. Because life is about 
making memories, not footprints.

Why try gutsy?
Gutsy food is..

ridiculously tasty
Spoil your dog with crunchy dog food full of flavor. 

Because your faithful companion only deserves the 

best.

A surprising solution
With our hybrid solution, using both insects and 

chicken, we make sustainable dog food sexy and 

accessible. Join the Gutsy pack on our adventure to 

change the world.

expert approved 
Thanks to our collaboration with accredited experts, 

we are able to serve fantastic kibble which tastes 

deliciously and digest wonderfully.

100% recyclable
Our packaging is made of mono-plastic, which 

means all bags are 100% recyclable. So please make 

sure to sort them after use!

locally produces
To keep our pawprint as small as possible, we 

exclusively choose local products. All of Gutsy’s 

ingredients are carefully chosen and come from 

within a 100-mile radius of where we make our 

delicious kibble.

 planet-friendly
Gutsy uses insects as an outstanding source of 

protein. The ecological footprint of insects is 30 

times smaller per kg than that of beef. This means 

that by serving Gutsy you and your dog have the 

opportunity to reduce your own carbon footprint as 

Achilles

Jack



Winner, winner, insect dinner!
 
There are numerous advantages to eating insects. For example, did you know 
insects are ... … 

HYPOALLERGENIC  
Our kibble is hypoallergenic and therefore 

perfect for dogs with sensitive stomachs. 

Allergic reactions are a thing of the past, you 

can ask our very own Otis!

Natural cleaners 
The favorite food of insects? Our leftovers! They feed 

themselves with leftover wheat and beet sugar. So no 

planet was harmed by feeding insects.

An ecological 
alternative 
Thanks to their tiny ecological 

pawprint, you can feed your dog with a 

clean conscience.

Rich in vitamins and minerals
Thanks to the insects, apples, carrots and 

beets in Gutsy, we make sure to offer your dog 

a healthy diet.

HIGH-quality proteins
Not all proteins are easily to digest. That’s 

where Gutsy makes the difference. We 

only use high-quality and easy digestible 

proteins in our dog food.

Why?
Let’s drop some bombs ...

every. single. year.

The meat industry is responsible for

18% of total global 
emissions

The pet food industry consumes

20% Of total meat 
industry

That’s

85 Million flights
FROM BRUSSEL TO NEW YORK

Or

16 times the size 
OF BELGIUM

Or

4.3 MILlion  
OLYMPIC SWIMMING POOLS



Do you want to be part of 
the solution? 

Check out our ecological, insect-based dog food range

A TASTY TREAT FOR EVERY size & BREED

2kg
6kg

10kg

Ingredients

cranberries

sweet
potatoes carrots

apples

INSECTs

chicken

Grain free

for for for

HYPOALLERGEnic reducing pawprint



Gutsy pet food
in your store?

sales@gutsy.dog



connect with us
Do you want to be part of the solution?

www.gutsy.dog @gutsy.dog @gutsy.dogwoof@gutsy.dog


